Canadian partners would never con­sent to such a major restructuring of the relationship. With these words, the game was over. Robert Bourassa’s bluff had been called once and for all.

The August deal will be a tough sell in Quebec. Considering that citi­zens are tired and that the agreement will be supported by the machinery of two governments, it is quite possible that the “Yes” side will triumph. Can­adian federalists would thus have obtained their peace, until the next election in Quebec when the Liberal Party of Robert Bourassa will seek, once again, the trust of the people.

Guy Laforest is Associate Professor of Political Science/Département de science politique, Université Laval. His Quebec Report is a regular feature of Canada Watch.
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LEGAL REPORT

EXPANDING THE CHARTER ARSENAL: READING JUDGE-MADE PROVISIONS INTO LEGISLATION

by Jamie Cameron

Should an unelected judiciary read new provisions into democratically enacted legislation that does not comply with the Charter? Courtwatchers have waited for an answer since August 30, 1988, when Justice Strayer of the Federal Court, Trial Division, extended unemployment benefits intended for adoptive parents to natural fathers.

SCHACTER v. CANADA: THE TEST CASE

Mr. Schacter invoked section 15’s guarantee of equality to challenge section 32 of the Unemployment Insurance Act, which at the time, granted unemployment benefits to adoptive parents but not natural fa­thers. At the Supreme Court of Canada, the government conceded that section 32 violated section 15’s guarantee of equality, and appealed only on the issue of remedy.

On July 9, 1992, the court held that the Constitution authorizes the courts to add judge-made provisions to legis­lation. In doing so, Chief Justice Lamer stated that there is no differ­ence, in principle, between reading provisions out of legislation and reading judge-made provisions in.

The question, in the Chief Justice’s view, was not “whether courts can make decisions that impact on budgetary policy”, rather it was “to what degree they can appropriately do so.” Mr. Schacter was denied relief because the court concluded, in the circumstances, that unemployment benefits intended for adoptive parents should not be extended to natural fathers.

Schacter rests on an assumption that any distinction between reading in and reading out, or severance, is arbitrary. How then should “reading in” be seen alongside the remedial choices the court has made in other contexts?

REMEDIAL CHOICE AND INSTITUTIONAL CONSEQUENCES

In the past the court has not hesi­tated to strike down legislation found inconsistent with the Charter. Hunter v. Southam declared that “[i]t should not fall to the courts to fill in the details that will render legislative lacunae constitutional.” R. v. Big M Drug Mart stated that legislation that violates the Charter is per se invalid — regardless whether the provision is unconstitutional vis-à-vis the claimant.

An outcry followed the court’s decision last year to invalidate Criminal Code provisions that prohibited any examination of sexual experi­ence in sexual offence cases. The statutory framework was struck down in R. v. Seaboyer because the exceptions to the general rule of prohibition were incomplete.

Because of its all-or-nothing con­sequences, invalidating legislation can be a more aggressive remedy than curing its defects through interpreta­tion. Striking section 32 down would have negated unemployment benefits for adoptive parents, without providing Mr. Schacter a remedy.

And, as R. v. Askov demonstrates, Charter decisions that do not invali­date legislation can have enormous implications. There, a decision that appeared to establish an absolute six to eight month timeline for hearing criminal charges caused extraordin­ary social and financial upheaval: as governments scrambled to com-
mit new resources, tens of thousands of charges were stayed.

Enforcing the Charter has institutional consequences in a variety of contexts. What the courts must decide is whether enforcement should take priority over other objectives, including the institutional consequences of doing so. The Supreme Court of Canada had made enforcing the Charter its priority long before *Schacter* was decided.

**Expanding the Arsenal**

What then does "reading in" imply for institutional relations? Despite endorsing it, Chief Justice Lamer acknowledged that choice of remedy acquires a new dimension when an unelected judiciary reads new provisions into democratically enacted legislation. He indicated that such a step should therefore be taken only in the clearest of cases.

Will the courts accept the Chief Justice's invitation to rewrite legislation, or will "reading in" be regarded as an exceptional remedy, available only in narrow circumstances? It all depends on how the judiciary assesses the relative importance of enforcing the Charter and preserving equilibrium between the legislatures and the courts.

Where reading in is perceived as intrusive of legislative function, the remedial issue can be pre-empted by a finding that the Charter has not been violated. It is doubtful that a violation would have been found in *Schacter*, had the issue been open to the court.

Yet *Schacter* has already been followed: in *Haig v. Canada*, the Ontario Court of Appeal granted a declaration adding "sexual orientation" to section 3 of the Canadian *Human Rights Code*, as one of its prohibited grounds of discrimination.

Reading in expands the arsenal of remedial tools the Supreme Court of Canada has employed to enforce the Charter. *Schacter* is consistent with a jurisprudence that seeks the attainment of that objective at the expense of democratic authority. Until the judiciary's powers are challenged, that trend can be expected to continue.

Jamie Cameron is Associate Professor and Assistant Dean at Osgoode Hall Law School. Legal Report is a regular feature of Canada Watch.